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VISION
To transform existing library practices in Higher Education to respond to
existing and new realities and to lay the foundation for the development of a
learning society
MISSION
CHELSA strives through visionary and visible transformational leadership to
ensure that the Higher Education sector is provided with optimal access to
information for the purpose of learning, teaching, research and community
development. CHELSA will support knowledge management practices in
academic and research libraries.
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1.

Introduction

Despite the legislative and institutional attempts for redress and access to higher
education, the historical resource disparities between previously advantaged and
disadvantaged institutions still persists. The shifting higher education landscape
presents academic libraries with the opportunity to position themselves in the
academic midst, align their strategies to the mission and goals of the parent institution;
and demonstrate their value to student learning outcomes and success.

The CHELSA Academic Library Standards Framework will serve as a guiding
document to:
1. Eradicate the resource and facility disparities amongst academic libraries
2. Set the standards for academic librarianship and library practices including
strategic planning, good governance, advocacy, and accountability
3. Ensure an equitable and quality user experience across all libraries
4. Advance the role of academic libraries as partners to the teaching, learning and
research endeavours of South African higher education institutions
5. Ensure best practices, introduce benchmarking for continuous improvement,
equitable access and services across all academic libraries.

2.

Scope

The audience for this standard is university and library administrators, decisionmakers, practising librarians, students and instructors in library and information
science training programme.

The purpose of this document is to:
• Provide an evaluation mechanism and benchmarking tool for South African
academic libraries
• Assist in planning, design and development of library services
• Assist in determining whether resources are sufficient
• Serve as a tool to identify strengths and select areas for strategic and operational
improvement 1

The core of the standards is in the section entitled Guiding Principles, which capture
performance indicators, measurable outcomes, assessments and impact of the 10
core principles identified by the committee. These core principles are:
Guidelines, Standards and Outcome Measures for Australian Public Libraries, July 2016
FINAL DRAFT

1
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1. Governance
Through strategic planning, libraries align themselves to institutional mandate for
greater effectiveness, clarity of purpose and roles, and continuous improvement
2. Infrastructure
As the intellectual commons of the university, libraries ensure its fit for purpose for all
3. Broadening access
Libraries facilitate physical and virtual access for academic discovery and
intellectual development
4. Funding
Optimal and responsible use of funding for well-resourced academic libraries
5. Human resources
Libraries attract and retain suitably qualified, skilled and competent staff who are
agile to change and responsive to institutional and user needs
6. Collections
To provide seamless access to collections in all formats, that are well-balanced,
support the scope and depth of the teaching and research mission of the institution
7. Collaborations and partnerships
To advocate, advance, educate and promote the role and value of the academic
library through active engagement with internal and external stakeholders
8. Educational role
As a partner to teaching, learning and research, libraries develop and support
information fluent and scholarly capable students, academics and researchers who
are able to discover, access and use information and knowledge resources and
tools effectively for academic success, research and lifelong learning.
9. Quality assurance
Libraries imbue quality in all processes, procedures, facilities and services, adopts
monitoring and evaluation for greater effectiveness and efficiency, and utilises
statistics for informed decision-making,
10. Standards framework
The CHELSA Standards Framework is aligned to international standards, and
adoption thereof will enable South African academic libraries to engage in peer
review to ensure equitable access and effectiveness.

It is anticipated that each institution will use and/or adapt the Standards according
to their contexts for greater meaning and relevance.
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3.

Normative references

There are no normative references.

4.

Terms and definitions

For the purposes of this document, the following terms and definitions apply:
4.1
CPD
Continuing processional development
4.2
DHET
Department of Higher Education and Training
4.3
FTE
Full time equivalent
4.4
IEG
Infrastructure and Efficiency Grant
4.5
ILL
Inter Library Loan
4.6
IR
Institutional Repository
Institutional Repository is an archive for collecting, preserving, and disseminating
digital copies of the intellectual output of an institution
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4.7
King IV™ principles
A structured Report that includes a Code, with additional, separate sector
supplements for SME's, NPO's, State-Owned Entities, Municipalities and Retirement
Funds. The King Code™ contains both principles and recommended practices
aimed at achieving governance outcomes
4.8
LIASA
Library and Information Association of South Africa
4.9
LibQual
a web-based survey offered by the Association of Research Libraries that helps
libraries assess and improve library services, change organizational culture, and
market the library
4.10
LIS
Library and Information Science
4.11
NALS
National Academic LIS Standards
4.12
Normative document
Document that provides rules, guidelines or characteristics for activities and their
results
NOTE 1: The term “normative document” is a generic term that covers such
documents as standards, technical specifications, codes of practice and
regulations.
4.13
OHS
Occupational Health and Safety
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4.14
SANLiC
South African National Library and Information Consortium
4.15
Senate
a governing body for a university made up of members of the faculty from various
units within the university
4.16
SOP
Standing Operating Procedures
4.17
Standards
Document, established by consensus and approved by a recognized body, that
provides, for common and repeated use, rules, guidelines or characteristics for
activities and their results, aimed at the achievement of the optimum degree of
order in a given context.
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5. Guiding Principles
PRINCIPLES

Principle 1:
Governance
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PERFORMANCE
INDICATORS

MEASURABLE
OUTCOMES

ASSESSMENTS

The Library reports to an
Executive member of the
University e.g. Deputy
Vice Chancellor
(Research/ Academic/
Teaching and Learning),
Chief Information Officer

The University Executive
understands the
importance and value of
the Library in support of
the institutional academic
goals

Regular meetings
between the Head:
Library and Executive
Officer

The Library has a Senate
appointed Library
Committee

Senate is aware of the
role and value of the
Library in support of the
institutional academic
goals

Number of Library
Committee meetings

The Library is a member
on key University
Committees

Participation in and
contribution to various
decision-making bodies

Attendance by the Head/
Library Director at
designated meetings

The Library is guided by a
strategic plan

The strategic plan is
aligned to the institutional
mandate and goals

Annual review of the
Strategic Plan

The Library has a
management structure

The management team
ensures the
implementation and
realisation Iof the library’s
strategic goals and
objectives

Regular management
meetings

Attendance by the Head/
Library Director at Senate
meetings

IMPACT
The Library ensures good
governance throughout
its structure
The Library is recognised
as a partner to the
strategic goals of the
Institution (Research,
Teaching and Learning,
Community Engagement,
Student Experience and
Internationalisation)

Business process
improvement plan
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PRINCIPLES
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PERFORMANCE
INDICATORS

MEASURABLE
OUTCOMES

ASSESSMENTS

The Library has an
organogram in alignment
to strategic objectives

Appropriate staffing with
relevant skills and
competencies

Regular review of the
organogram to ensure
responsiveness

The Library has
documented business
processes

Alignment to national and
institutional business
processes and policies
(open access, privacy,
intellectual property,
copyright, etc)

Annual audits and
business process reviews
as per institutional
requirements

The library incorporates
risk management as a
strategic process

A risk management
strategy that identifies,
assesses, prioritizes and
controls risks across the
library, with a coordinated
and cost-effective
application of resources
to minimize, monitor, and
control the probability
and/or impact of adverse
events or to maximize the
realization of opportunities

A Risk Management Plan/
Disaster Recovery Plan/
Crisis Management Plan is
in place

The library complies to
King IV principles

Clean audits based on
responsible financial
management and
accountability

Due diligence reports are
compiled.
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PRINCIPLES

Principle 2:
Infrastructure

PERFORMANCE
INDICATORS

MEASURABLE
OUTCOMES

ASSESSMENTS

The library infrastructure is
fit for purpose

University administration
demonstrates library
support through
appropriate resource
allocation according to
DHET space and cost
norms for buildings and
infrastructure

Effective use of
institutional grants and
DHET, IEG (Infrastructure
and Efficiency Grant) to
ensure the quality of
library infrastructure

The library provides
welcoming, enabling,
flexible and innovative
spaces responsive to:
• changing user needs
and learning styles
• ergonomic design
• acoustics/noise levels
• suitable lighting
• ventilation
• sustainable green
practices
• personal and
educational use of
technologies

Students regard the library
as a welcoming and
comfortable environment

Ratio of library seats to FTE
student population
Space ratios/standards

The university community
demonstrates active use
of the library

Annual user surveys.
LibQUAL surveys

Students respond
positively to the repurposing and
reimagining of existing
library spaces

Gate counts, virtual
footprint of the library
webpage and use of
library venues

The library is a safe and
trusted space and has
mechanisms in place to
minimize or avoid safety
and security risks

Users experience the
library as a safe and
secure environment

IMPACT
The university recognises
the library as its
intellectual commons and
appropriately invests in it
to ensure it is fit for
purpose

Occupational Health and
Safety Plan
The library OHS committee
submits monthly reports to
the institutional OHS
The library OHS committee
conducts annual reviews
to ensure compliance
Maintenance plan in
place
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PRINCIPLES

Principle 3:
Broadening
access

PERFORMANCE
INDICATORS

MEASURABLE
OUTCOMES

ASSESSMENTS

The library’s design and
facilities accommodate
the needs of users with
special needs

Users with special needs
are able to access all
library facilities

Compliance with
institutional policies

The library provides
physical and virtual
access based on universal
access design principles

Users have seamless onand -off site access to
library resources

A library access policy is
developed, implemented
and reviewed regularly

The library ensures optimal
discoverability of its
physical and digital
collections

Users demonstrate easeof-use of integrated library
interfaces for their
information needs

Regular review of
discovery tools to
maintain relevance to the
academic project

IMPACT

Provision of equitable
access to organised and
discoverable information
and resources to enhance
the university goals

Users use discovery tools
such as catalogues,
indexes, and discovery
platforms to search for
and access relevant
resources
Users with physical
challenges have access
to appropriate devices
that convert information
to suitable formats
The library acquires and
maintains interfaces and
management systems
that organise and
facilitate access to all
resources from preferred
user starting points
P A G E | 13

Academics and students
access collections for
educational and research
needs from all user
locations.

Regular review and
upgrade of integrated
management systems to
keep pace with
technology and sector
progression
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PRINCIPLES

PERFORMANCE
INDICATORS

MEASURABLE
OUTCOMES

ASSESSMENTS

Librarians use the library
interfaces and systems to
find, organise and
manage library
collections

Monthly/ Quarterly and
Annual reports of user
access statistics

The library hours of access
are consistent with
reasonable demand

Users benefit from
extended hours and 24/7
access dependant on
institutional needs

Review of library access
hours

The library ensures longterm access to the
institutional scholarly and
cultural records

Academics and
researchers deposit their
scholarly output in the
institutional repository

Institutional repository
policy is in place
Annual reports on
Institutional repository
Number of items in the
Institutional repository

The library enhances
information access
through networking and
resource sharing

Users can access
materials not owned by
the library through Inter
library loan (ILL) and
document delivery
services
Users expand their
understanding of different
types of sources during
the one-on-one
consultation with librarians

Number of items received
and/or provided through
ILL

The library provides oneon-one customised
assistance through
multiple platforms to help
users find information

IMPACT

Use of various source
types contributes to
student success rates as
determined by the faculty
marking rubrics

Users enhance their
research skills learned
during one-on-one
consultation with librarians
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PRINCIPLES

PERFORMANCE
INDICATORS

MEASURABLE
OUTCOMES

ASSESSMENTS

IMPACT

Users apply their skills
learned to different
research contexts

Principle 4:
Funding
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The library receives an
annual budget
appropriate for the library
to carry out its institutional
mandate.

Users benefit from a wellresourced library

Budget plan, utilisation
and expenditure reports.
Annual financial audit.

The Library is a member of
SANLiC (South African
National Library and
Information Consortium)

Users have access to a
wide-ranging selection of
negotiated subscription
based electronic
databases and journals

Annual cost savings on
consortium negotiated
electronic database and
journal subscriptions

The Library explores thirdstream income strategies

Satisfied users/alumni
contribute to the library’s
3rd stream income
proposals

The 3rd stream income
strategy and
implementation plan is
measured against
revenue received

The Library generates
income from fines and
book sales

User activities and
materials are enhanced
from this income stream

Replacement of lost and
damaged materials

ACADEMIC LIBRARY STANDARDS FRAMEWORK

The Library utilizes its
financial resources
effectively and efficiently
to ensure it is wellresourced with adequate
staffing, appropriate
software and hardware,
knowledge resources and
facilities to support its
teaching learning and
research goals
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PRINCIPLES

Principle 5: Human
Resources

PERFORMANCE
INDICATORS

MEASURABLE
OUTCOMES

The library employs
suitably qualified and
experienced staff and
determines the number of
staff based on the size
and scope of collections,
service hours, user
population, services
offered and physical
facilities

Faculty and students
consider library staff
sufficient in quantity and
quality to meet their
learning and research
needs

ASSESSMENTS
Recruitment according to
the library organogram

IMPACT
A qualified, skilled and
competent cohort of
library staff to realise the
mandate of the library

Ratio: 2 (two) Professional
Librarians per faculty/per
1500 students or 1 (one)
Professional Librarian plus
1 library assistant per 1000
students
Library staff possess
relevant LIS qualifications
and experience to
perform library-related
duties efficiently:
Professional Librarians shall
have the required
qualifications and be
registered members of the
recognised professional
body (LIASA)
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Appointments are made
according to job
requirements, criteria and
the CHELSA Academic
Library Standards
Framework (ALSF)
•Librarian: Bachelor’s
degree in LIS / equivalent
qualification & 3-5 years
relevant experience. e.g.
BBibl, Bachelors + PGDLIS
•Senior Librarian: Honours
degree in LIS / equivalent
qualification & 5-7 years
relevant experience
•Deputy Director: Master’s
degree in LIS/ equivalent
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PRINCIPLES

PERFORMANCE
INDICATORS

MEASURABLE
OUTCOMES

ASSESSMENTS

IMPACT

qualification & 7-10 years
relevant experience
•Director/ Senior /
Executive Director:
Masters/PhD & 10+ years
in LIS management
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Support staff shall have
the required qualifications
to fulfil the requirements of
other posts in the library
and be ordinary members
of the recognised
professional body (LIASA)

•Library Assistants/nonProfessional staff: National
senior certificate/ Grade
12/ National
Diploma/Degree/PGLIS
(entry level)
•Assistant/Junior Librarian:
National
Diploma/Degree/PGLIS
(entry level)

Staff with specialised skills
for new roles in academic
libraries shall have the
required qualifications
and experience to fulfil
the requirements of the
posts

•Research data
management, archivists,
web developers, systems
librarians, instructional
designers, etc.:
Relevant qualifications
and/or experience e.g.
PGDip Archives and
Records Management,
MPhil (Digital Curation)

A staff development
strategy guides and
informs continuing
professional development
(CPD)

Staff benefit from:
• Training in relation to
positions and
functions performed.
• Institutional provision
for formal further

Personal development
plans in place.
Library skills development
plan in place
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PRINCIPLES

PERFORMANCE
INDICATORS

MEASURABLE
OUTCOMES

•

•
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studies in the LIS and
related fields.
Structured, planned
programs for re-skilling
and upskilling staff for
new roles and
competencies based
on current trends and
needs of the
institution.
Participation in local,
national and
international
professional
associations,
conferences and
related activities

ASSESSMENTS

IMPACT

Performance
management system
implemented
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PRINCIPLES

Principle 6:
Collections

PERFORMANCE
INDICATORS

MEASURABLE
OUTCOMES

The Library provides
access to well-balanced
quality
collections/resources to
support learning, teaching
and research needs in the
university

Faculty, students, and
community users are
satisfied with the
collections the library
provides for their
educational, and
research needs.
Students discover the
appropriate library
resources required for their
academic pursuits.
Faculty recommend
resources needed for their
research well in advance.
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ASSESSMENTS

IMPACT

Collections are
developed and managed
according to policy
guidelines and
procedures

Collections are
developed and managed
according to policy
guidelines and
procedures.

High circulation and
downloads of resources in
respective faculties
User surveys to determine
adequacy and relevance
of materials available to
undergraduates,
postgraduates and
researchers

The library builds and
ensures access to unique
legacy and archival
collections, including
digital collections.

Rare and valuable
materials are organised as
special collections and
preserved according to
accepted international
standards

Visible special collections

The library advocates
open access and
scholarly communication

The institutional repository
is developed and
managed according to
accepted international
standards

Visibility of research
output and content
development of the IR
Ranking of institutional
repositories
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PRINCIPLES

Principle 7:
Collaborations
and Partnerships

Principle 8:
Educational Role
Teaching and
Learning Role
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PERFORMANCE
INDICATORS

MEASURABLE
OUTCOMES

ASSESSMENTS

The library recognises the
importance of internal
and external
collaborations and
partnerships

The university community
demonstrates their
understanding of the role
and active use of the
library towards the
realisation of academic
goals and an enhanced
staff/student experience

Student and staff
engagement/exchange
programmes

The library promotes and
engages in LIS sector
(regionally, nationally and
internationally) to
transform and
demonstrate its value in
the university and LIS.

The LIS sector is
strengthened through
active collaborative
initiatives or partnerships

Internal and external
programmes

Library staff are integral
educational partners and
catalysts for student
knowledge, enrichment
and intellectual enquiry

Users engage with library
staff for their academic
and intellectual
development needs.

Community outreach
programmes or reports.

IMPACT
The Library provides
evidence as a
collaborative partner with
key internal and external
university stakeholders,
including engagement
with community and the
LIS sector globally.

Annual Reports.

Participation in faculty
and departmental
structures
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The library is recognised
and embedded as a
valuable resource in the
institution’s teaching,
learning and research
endeavours, and
contributor to Institutional
rankings
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PRINCIPLES
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PERFORMANCE
INDICATORS

MEASURABLE
OUTCOMES

Researchers evaluate the
support of librarians given
to them in terms of
effectiveness and
usefulness.

Evaluation forms.

Library staff collaborate
with faculty members on
curriculum design and
development

Academics involve the
library in the curriculum
development process

Library staff collaborate
with faculty members on
their research projects

Researchers invite
librarians to help with find
relevant information for
their research projects

The library staff partners
with academic
departments on the
integration of Information
Literacy into the
curriculum

Academic staff realise the
importance of integrating
Information Literacy into
the curriculum

ASSESSMENTS

IMPACT

Library staff are integral in
the research process and
catalysts for finding
knowledge and data in all
its varied forms such as
published works, research
data on data repository
sites, social media,
policies and case studies.
Extent of library resources
embedded in the
curriculum

The curriculum reflects the
relevant resources of the
library

Academic staff and
librarians actively
collaborate in advocating
and promoting
information literacy in
course curricula

Institutional research
output

Improved critical thinking,
quality of academic
writing and success rates
as determined by the
faculty marking rubrics
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PRINCIPLES

PERFORMANCE
INDICATORS

MEASURABLE
OUTCOMES

ASSESSMENTS

IMPACT

Students understand and
apply the principles of
information literacy in all
domains of their
academic endeavour
Library staff model best
pedagogical practices for
classroom teaching,
online tutorial design on
multiple learning
platforms, and other
educational practices

Academics recognise the
value of librarian’s input
on teaching and learning
techniques and resources
Students evaluate classes
given by librarians as
effective and useful
Students rate online
tutorials as accessible,
educational and
engaging Students and
Faculty members master
self- directed discovery of
information from vast
majority of online sources
including on site/ campus
and off site/campus
access

The library has the IT
infrastructure to keep
current with advances in
teaching and learning
technologies
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Faculty and students
utilise the library’s
technologies optimally

Users have seamless
access to all relevant
resources

The IT infrastructure is
integrated, upgraded
and maintained to keep
current with advances in
teaching and learning
technologies
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PRINCIPLES

Research Role
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PERFORMANCE
INDICATORS

MEASURABLE
OUTCOMES

Library staff are integral in
the research process and
catalysts for finding
knowledge and data in all
its varied forms such as
published works, research
data on data repository
sites, social media,
policies and case studies

Researchers evaluate the
support of librarians given
to them in terms of
effectiveness and
usefulness

Evaluation forms

Library staff collaborate
with faculty members on
their research projects

Researchers invite
librarians to help find
relevant information for
their research projects

Librarians are members of
the faculty and research
committees

Library staff model best
research practices for
postgraduate students
and faculty

Researchers include
librarians in research
teams and/or as coauthors

Number of librarians with
higher qualifications and
research publications

The Library partners with
the Research Office to
offer faculty and
postgraduates guidance
and advice on
bibliometric profiles,
increasing citation rates,
where to publish, how to
publish an article and
which are the high impact
journals

Researchers and
Institutional offices
recognise the role of the
library in the research life
cycle

Increased number of
articles published in high
impact journals, increased
visibility of research
outputs, improved citation
rates

Faculty and postgraduate
students participate in
programmes and
professional opportunities
provided by librarians

ASSESSMENTS

IMPACT

Librarians as co-authors
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PRINCIPLES
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PERFORMANCE
INDICATORS

MEASURABLE
OUTCOMES

Library staff partner with
the Research Office and
Postgraduate School/
Faculty to facilitate
training for faculty and
postgraduate students on
research data
management, effective
data base searches and
other research tools

Postgraduate students
and faculty attend the
trainings offered by the
library and recognise the
value to their professional
development as
internationally recognised
researchers

Research data is
organised and hosted on
data repositories
according to FAIR
principles

Library personnel
collaborate with campus
partners (e.g. academic
staff, Research Office) to
facilitate and promote
opportunities for faculty
professional development

Campus partners
acknowledge librarians’
roles in their professional
development and
advancement e.g.
bibliometrics/citation
reports, ad hominem
promotional processes,
accreditation of
programmes, etc.

Number of citation reports
generated for ad
hominem processes and
institutional ranking
activities, participation in
programme
accreditation, etc.

ASSESSMENTS

IMPACT

Increase in citation rates,
publication rates,
international recognition
and collaboration
potential for the institution
and individual researchers
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PRINCIPLES

Principle 9: Quality
Assurance

PERFORMANCE
INDICATORS

MEASURABLE
OUTCOMES

The library provides
annual statistics to the
CHELSA Statistical
Database
The library promotes and
supports constant
monitoring and
evaluation
The Library participates in
self- and peer reviews
The library maintains
quality assurance
manuals
(e.g Library risk register
and Library security SOP)
The library develops policy
templates to ensure key
library functions are
defined

ASSESSMENTS

National benchmarks are
determined for academic
libraries.

Contribution to the
National Statistical
database

Internal and external
surveys are used to
determine user
experience, expectations
and performance for
continued relevance

Reports on user
experience; operational
plan/ remedial actions

Internal administrative
practices, operational
guidelines and policies
are adopted and
reviewed regularly for
continued relevance and
improvement

IMPACT
Library strives for quality
assurance processes and
continuous review
mechanisms to enhance
and align the services for
excellence and
effectiveness

Report on outcomes of
self-and peer review
activities
Annual review of strategic
plan
Updated documentation,
Policies, guidelines and
procedures
Library operates at a
professionally acceptable
standard

The library is represented
at institutional quality
assurance forums
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PRINCIPLES

Principle 10:
Standards
Framework

PERFORMANCE
INDICATORS

MEASURABLE
OUTCOMES

The library is compliant
with international
standards and is able to
support its parent
organisation and users
with its information needs
in a globally competitive
research-intensive
environment
The library is able to align
its processes and services
to current trends
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The standards are
compliant with national
and international
standards; are available
and updated regularly
Library users are able to
have their information
needs met in libraries that
meet professional
acceptable standards

ASSESSMENTS
ISO and SABS alignment
Reviews (3yrs?)
Standards are relevant to
the academic
environment and are
regularly reviewed and
aligned with current
trends and technologies

Library experts are able to
share knowledge,
develop voluntary,
consensus-based, market
relevant standards that
support academic and
research endeavours and
assist in providing solutions
to global challenges

ACADEMIC LIBRARY STANDARDS FRAMEWORK

IMPACT
The CHELSA South African
Academic standards are
well written, user friendly
and are easily
understandable
There is consensus and
support for the CHELSA
South African standards
amongst the South
African Institutions for
Higher learning
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ANNEX A
(Informative)
Timeframes
CHELSA Library Standards Workshop

03 to 04 September 2018

Post workshop task inputs

04 October 2018

Final Task team submissions

10 December 2018

Consolidated 1st draft

31 January 2019

CHELSA Executive Committee working session 05 to 06 April 2019
CHELSA Executive Committee working session 03 to 04 May 2019
CHELSA Executive Committee comments

21 May 2019

CHELSA Ordinary General Meeting

24 June 2019

Final call for input

17 October 2019

Final document

01 November 2019

Promotion and availability of the new standard to the relevant audience:
This Standard will be available from the CHELSA website for use by library personnel across all
levels.
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ANNEX B
(Informative)
Members of the CHELSA Academic Library Standards Framework Committee Members and
Contributors

Committee Members
Ujala Satgoor (Convenor) Rhodes University/University of Cape Town
(Principle 10: Standards framework)
Deborah Becker

Cape Peninsula University of Technology
(Principle 9: Quality Assurance)

Nomoya Mahlangu

University of Johannesburg
(Principle 9: Quality Assurance)

Zanele Mathe

University of Mpumalanga
(Principle 5: Human Resources)

Rhandzu Mhinga

Tshwane University of Technology
(Principle 5: Human Resources)

Segametsi Molawa

University of South Africa
(Principle 3: Broadening access)

Mathew Moyo

North-West University
(Principle 1: Governance)
(Principle 7: Collaborations and partnerships)

Mushoni Mulaudzi

University of Venda
(Principle 4: Funding)

Samuel Ncoyini

University of Fort Hare
(Principle 3: Broadening access)

Shirlene Neerputh

University of the Western Cape
(Principle 1: Governance)
(Principle 7: Collaborations and partnerships)

Qukeza Ndzingani

Walter Sisulu University
(Principle 6: Collections)
(Principle 8: Educational Role)

Huldah Raubenheimer

University of the Free State
(Principle 6: Collections)
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(Principle 8: Educational Role)
Louise Vos

North-West University
(Principle 2: Infrastructure)

Lucille Webster

Durban University of Technology
(Principle 4: Funding)

Janet Zambri

University of the Witwatersrand
(Principle 2: Infrastructure)
(Principle 10: Standards framework)
(Standards Advisor)

Anke McCallum

CHELSA

Contributors
Maria Frahm-Arp

University of Johannesburg

Pateka Ntshuntshe-Matshaya
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COMMITTEE OF HIGHER EDUCATION LIBRARIES OF SOUTH AFRICA

Website: www.chelsa.ac.za
Email: admin@chelsa.ac.za
Address: P.O. Box 1598, Pretoria, 0001
Reg: 140-828-NPO
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